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About This Game

Goro is easy to learn, but a challenging casual game. You control a colored square that must pass through labyrinths
filled with various obstacles, for example, splitting you into pieces of a platform, accelerating and slowing down plates,

secret traps, secret passages, narrow apertures. All of them are needed to test your reaction. The game gradually
plunges you more difficult situations. Increase your skills. Overcome obstacles. Have fun with this game.

Abstract design

Pleasant music

Unique levels

Simple and intuitive gameplay
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Title: Goro
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
VB Studio
Publisher:
VB Studio
Release Date: 19 Sep, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/7/8/8.1/10

Processor: 1.2 Ghz or faster processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 200 MB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 180 MB available space

Additional Notes: Keyboard and Mouse

English
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Such an awesome game.. Great game,but needs more content, it will get repetitive because there are no levels just start play and
when you die start the same thing over again , haven't got to the end but I do like the style of gameplay. Not a bad little time
waster if a little simplistic. Take out a loan, build a bunch of stuff, and collect the lewt. Bonus if you can click alot and get the
bigger cash (which is actually annoying).

For $2 (in the summer '17 sale) and with 400 actually not gratuitious (in the age of cheevo one-upping) achievements, it is all
right. Buy it on sale or in a bundle and I think you will be ok with it.

5\/10 on sale. Solid game. Independent release, so it has it's quirks, but overall pretty enjoyable. Definitely challenging, and has
a subtle kind of old school feel for anyone who likes a bit of nostalgia.. First and foremost, very pretty with a great storyline for
episode one, Im very much into the technical side of computers and seeing how someone has finally used this tech for a game
just makes me so happy, I cant wait for the next episode, although I do feel $10 for half an hour will result in a refund from a
few users and the less than 2 hour playtime rule. That aside, a great experience. Great little skill game with beautiful visuals.
Well worth it for the price of a coffee!

Also may or may not go well when complimented with a bunch of acid.. Definately the best part of the series. I still don´t like it.

I want to stay brief for this one, just need to pull off the review so that I did the entire series.

Finally they added a story to this one, but an unlogical one. To get some point behind the gameplay of the past two parts they
now FINALLY made a toturial and included so called "missions" to introduce the game, what the developers didn´t pay any
attention on in their last masterpiece... Anyways, as nice as it is, it does not seem to be thought of well enough. So for example
you first need to protect annother species´ eggs from "evil invaders" in order to destroy them afterwise by YOURSELF because
your creator "doesn´t like the way they evolved". Allright. I could apologize, if at least the language outcome was good. To name
some good aspect I need to say that they finally made your evolution controllabe and usefull, by collecting DNA-upgrates with
growing, which is achieved by eating... Ah, you should know this already from the other two games. The snapping delay is still
horrible, but I didn´t expect that to be any different. And, like in the "prequels", the design is still pretty epic, but not as stunning
as in the very first game. Unlike I though, the achievements aren´t too random, you need to read their information to know how
to get some of those. Unfortunately they are still pretty bad.

But enough of the good, now for the negative:

The soundtrack is just weird, some Didgeridoo-synthesiser-crapish-thing, it´s a pain to hear. Gameplaywise this is repetive, the
concept isn´t fun at all and unless you want to get 100% of the achievements there´s no reason to keep on playing "Sparkle 3
Genesis". Entire "Sparkle series" just lags of content.

In conclusion: MIGHT be worth it in a sale if you want to try something interesting. But for 4,99$ purchase is risky. Sparkle 3
isn´t the worst game I ever played but also not the best. Judge on your own if you need to, but if you don´t then stay away from
this, NOT having played the game once isn´t any worse than HAVING played Sparkle 3.

With that said I wish you some nice time playing better games.. In the beginning, I was hesitant to purchase this game. This was
due to it's lack of content. However, I decided to try it because I like shooting zombies.

Pros:

Smooth gameplay (no lag)
Increasing difficulty
Guns and ammo
The moment when you realize you have to eject the mag. insert a new one and pull the slide to engage the first round
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Cons:
Lack of content
menu glitch (cannot interact with it; sometimes)

Like all new games they have little to offer in the beginning. However, if this game gets enough funding, I can see it being a
very great and well developed game.. I don't get what the negative reviews are about other than you can't please everyone. I will
admit that starting a new game takes a little time to get the action started but once it does the joyride Tank Universal takes you
on is something that should not be missed. As the description states fans of the TRON movies will love the visuals ... fans of
Atari's Robot Tank or the other one (I know the name just being silly) will love the action. At its core this game offers game
play that is spot on. Keyboard and mouse controls are easy to learn and use (I use a laptop so using the touchpad works well), the
graphics are good and don't require a computer costing the price of a good used car, the sounds and music blend in well, and the
mechanics are well developed. It's not very often a game comes along that gets everything right no matter what hardware it was
developed for. As far as I am concerned Tank Universal got it all right and I will gladly purchase the sequel. Yea George doesn't
look that great but how he looks is not important...how the rest of the game looks and plays is. I got this on sale for .99 cents and
it is worth its $4.99 price tag. I give it a high recommendation. This is more fun than the actual TRON games in my opinion.
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Nausea kicked in after just a few minutes... to bad they didn't implement teleport navigation :/. It's like Rocket League, but in
VR! I wish more people would play this game, it's still fun with computers but I think it would be even more fun with actual
people, but there's never anyone playing it :(. first minute into the game i got bored of spamming enter to skip the massive and
slow text.
4 minutes into the game my eyes started hurting from the low fps scrolling (i left this game idle 1 extra minute to write this
warning review).
This game is sub Intel HD graphics quality and just a chore to read through everything. Better pass this up, even if it is in a
bundle or on sale for 95%. best game ever, worth 20 €. Needs nudity, but the girl with glass's school uniform is pantyless, which
is awesome!

Easy game if you like guitar hero. My brain actually learned some new tricks with the one, simple mini game.

Needs nude mode for private dance. WTF, but otherwise worth a buck...or two. Side note: The girls are too girly. Make some
women next time. Like Chun-li...... Mmmmmm. Chun i and Camy dance. Xmas is saved. Threw my parachute out of the plane
while jumping, hit the ground at 300 miles per hour. Survived by being traded for a hostage. 11\/10. Fun game!

Runs great on Windows..could use some optimization for Mac..get 20-30 fps "scooter" graphics preset on Mac Mini 2014 with
HD5000 graphics pretty sure with use of Metal & other optimizations it can touch 60 fps at "scooter" setting graphics

My primary machine is a Mac now..with In-Home streaming its great but this type of games can easily be played on Mac I hope
developer supports this game!

. I really love this game.
Only thing I can think that could be fixing is how many points\/money you earn from killing things
But other then that it's a great game with a few friends or even one. Do not buy the GT Series for Motorsport Manager it is
literally the same as the core game apart from a small ERS gameplay function, it adds nothing to the experience. There aren't
even multiple manufacturers and it's quite disappointing, I would suggest to stick with the vanilla game and what is on the
workshop.. I realize at first it looks like your average shovelware fps, but it's pretty damn good. I feel bad for getting it on sale
because it's fantastic and it looks like no one really knows about it.

The gameplay is something I can genuinely call a "Doom clone". You have your faster straferunning, 2.5D engine, an arsenal
that resembles Doom's (no SSG tho :( ), a great soundtrack...
There's a custom map maker and workshop support but there's hardly any maps on there so I can't really call that a selling point.
There's lots of difficulty options, and it runs on just about anything. If you're one of those pansies that complains about
hitscanners, there's not any in this.

Overall, very worth it for the $3 I got it for.
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